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Bunny Basket  
Amy Celona, www.ustamp4fun.com  
 
Set(s): None 
 
Accessories:   
Four pieces 4 ½ x 5 ½ inch Whisper White cardstock 
2 inches x 12 inches Whisper White strip 
2 inches x 12 inches Delicate Dots DSP (striped pattern) 
1 inches x 12 inches Delicate Dots DSP (SAB rewards) yellow pattern  
 
4 ¼ x 5 ½ White cardstock (for punching bunny face/body/ears/feet) 
4 ¼ x 2 ¾ Pink Pirouette (for punching ears/feet) 
4 ¼ x 2 ¾ So Saffron cardstock (for punching scalloped circle) 
Punches:  Large Oval & Small Oval, 1 3/8 inch jumbo circle, ½ inch 
circle, ¼ inch circle, 1/16th inch circle, scalloped circle 
Scalloped Envelope die, Crease Pad & Sizzix Big Shot 
Sticky Strip™,  Wide Grosgrain Celery ribbon 
Eyelet Border punch 
 
 
1. Take the four pieces of Whisper White card stock and cut them with the Scalloped envelope die using the Crease pad 

on top in place of the clear cutting board.  Use a clear cutting plate below the die. 

2. Cut off the sides of two of the envelopes and adhere all four together to 
form a box using Sticky Strip™ 

3. Adhere the strip of striped designer paper to the outside of the box and a 
13 inch piece of ribbon over it along the middle as shown. 

4. Punch both sides of the long white strip with the Eyelet border punch 
and adhere the yellow patterned paper down the 
middle.  Use Sticky Strip™ to secure the handle in 
the box bottom 

5. Punch out the pieces of the bunny as follows: 
>On the White card quarter: 

• Two 1 3/8 inch jumbo circles 
• Two ½ inch circles 
• Four large ovals 

>On the Pink cardstock punch four small ovals 
>On the black cardstock punch two ¼ inch circles 
>On the So Saffron cardstock punch one scalloped circle 
 

6. Assemble the bunny as shown in sample.  Use the White Gel Pen on the eyes and 
the Sharpie™ on the nose, whiskers and feet.   Set a pink mini brad for the nose. 

7. Adhere the bunny to the side of the box and also adhere a bow with the same wide 
grosgrain ribbon. 


